An assessment of the apex microarray technology in genotyping patients with Leber congenital amaurosis and early-onset severe retinal dystrophy.
Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA) and early-onset severe retinal dystrophy (EOSRD) are genetically heterogeneous, with 11 genes currently implicated. The LCA chip may be used to interrogate many variants in one hybridization reaction. The purpose of this study was to assess the utility of this technology. One hundred fifty-three patients with LCA and EOSRD were screened using an array (Asper Ophthalmics, Tartu, Estonia) containing 344 published disease-causing variants and polymorphisms in eight genes: AIPL1, GUCY2D, CRB1, CRX, RPGRIP1, RPE65, MERTK, and LRAT. One hundred thirty-six probands underwent bidirectional sequencing of the full coding region of the RPE65 gene. The same technique was also used to confirm CRB1 and AIPL1 mutations initially identified with the Apex chip (Asper Ophthalmics). Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis within control populations was performed for two variants, P701S and W21R, on the chip for GUCY2D. Of the possible 109,392 interrogations, 3,346 (3.06%) failed on one strand whereas 259 (0.47%) failed on both. The chip reported mutations in 68 (44%) patients; 26 patients had two alleles identified (17%). Direct sequencing of RPE65 showed no discrepancies, whereas sequencing of AIPL1 and CRB1 revealed seven samples called erroneously. The SNP analysis of both GUCY2D variants revealed equal prevalence in the EOSRD panel and the normal population. Subsequent reanalysis, after excluding these polymorphisms, revealed one (18.3%) or two (11.7%) mutations identified in 46 patients. When evaluated by diagnosis, 46% of patients with LCA had one or two mutations identified, compared with 24% of patients with EOSRD. This approach is a rapid and reasonably low-cost technique for identifying both previously identified mutations and common polymorphisms. The addition of further genes and mutations to the chip will improve its utility, though it is advised that all results be checked by direct sequencing.